
SOUND GAMESResource

Grandmother's Footsteps - one pupil plays Grandma and stands with their
back to the rest of the class who are stood along a line ten metres away. The
class must creep up on Grandma and reach where she is stood before
Grandma turns round. If Grandma turns round, the class must freeze. If
Grandma sees anyone move, they must be sent back to their original line to
start again. The first pupil to reach Grandma before being seen becomes the
'new' Grandma and the game begins again.

Keeper of the Keys - one pupil is designated the Keeper of the Keys and sits
blindfolded on a chair in the centre of the circle of pupils. A set of keys is
placed under the chair. Designate one pupil to creep up and try and steal the
keys from under the chair without being caught by the Keeper. To catch a
thief, the Keeper must simply point in their direction. If a thief is caught, they
return to their chair and a new thief is chosen. If the thief is successful in
stealing the keys, they become the Keeper.

Farmer Brown - blindfold the class except one pupil who becomes Farmer
Brown. Mark out a small 'sheep pen' with cones; it should be just big enough
for the class to stand inside. Scatter the class around the space; they are now
sheep. Farmer Brown must steer his sheep into the sheep pen using just his
voice. There are a number of methods they can use! You could time different
farmers for competition, or use it to teach communication skills!

Rope Square - give small groups of pupils (5/6) a large length of rope each.
Blindfold all pupils except one in each group. The pupil without the blindfold
must support her team to shape a square on the ground using the rope.
Blindfolded pupils can touch the rope, but can't talk. The team leader can
talk and see, but can't touch the rope.

Guess the Voice - blindfold one pupil or ask them to face the wall. Choose
another pupil to speak a sentence or phrase (eg - how are you today?) The
first pupil must simply guess the voice!

These are fun, sound-based warm-up games to introduce the topic of sound.

(NB - blindfold games clearly involve the need for a safe space and ensuring
pupils are happy with the use of a blindfold).


